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“Students make outstanding progress in the
school’s inclusive Sixth Form”
- Ofsted 2013
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Connect with Learning

Welcome to High Storrs
Sixth Form. You’re going
to love it. We do and it’s
an opinion shared by
Ofsted. When you join our
Sixth Form, you become
part of a community that
Ofsted has judged to be
outstanding. A community
that is thriving – from
an academic, social
and extra-curricular
perspective.

We offer an extensive array of AS and
A2 Level subjects and we work together
with other local schools as part of the
‘South West Learning Partnership’ to
give you the best chance to study the
subjects that you want.
To complement our staff of enthusiastic
and experienced teachers, we have a
dedicated Sixth Form team to ensure
our Sixth Form students have all the
support and advice they need as they
get used to the new challenges and
intensive study that the Sixth
Form entails.

All academic abilities are catered
for – what we ask of you in return is
to make the most of the support we
offer you, demonstrate commitment,
responsibility, a true passion for learning
and a willingness to work hard. You will
find life very different in the Sixth Form,
meaning you have to be more selfdisciplined but in return you will receive
greater freedom and rewards.

“There is a great
range of subjects
on offer, taught by
excellent teachers.
I felt I had a lot of
choice when applying.”
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Be Inspired

Our Sixth Form is
committed to providing
the highest standard
of education and our
students always rise to the
challenge.

We believe our inspirational
academic success can be attributed
to a combination of the great
selection of subjects we offer which
genuinely capture the imaginations
of our students, our fantastic team of
dedicated and enthusiastic teaching
staff and the motivational environment
in which our students learn.
Life in the Sixth Form isn’t all about
studying and we are pleased to be
able to offer a broad programme
of enrichment opportunities. Our
stunning listed school building has
been complemented by the opening
of new buildings, and the facilities they
have brought with them – including
a sports hall and dance studio –
form the perfect backdrop for extracurricular activities.

“High Storrs gives
you a high standard
of education in
a great learning
environment.”
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Our refurbished school hall plays host
to our theatrical productions. Sixth Form
students enjoy getting involved with
our shows which always make a real
splash in the local community. Music
is another passion shared by many of
our students and, whatever genre you
enjoy, there’s a band to suit you.

Participate in one of our sporting
activities. The school boasts some of
the best students in the region in a
variety of sports, as well as popular
cricket, football and rugby teams.
We feel that nothing helps to broaden
the horizons of our students like
school trips. Our Government and
Politics groups explore Westminster, for
example, and our language students
are given the opportunity to either visit
or even work in a European country.
Our Alumni are blazing a trail for
today’s students with achievements in
many different fields. We count a world
championship squash player and
successful television actors among our
former students, demonstrating what
can be achieved with encouragement
of all round ability and special talents.

“Teaching is outstanding.”
- Ofsted 2013
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“The wide range of visits and external experiences contribute
to students’ rich extra- curricular experience in the Sixth Form.”
- Ofsted 2013
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Express Yourself

Learners’ personal and social
development and well-being
are of equal importance.
Students make a very strong
contribution to the well-being
of the school community.

Our Sixth Form students share the same
listed building and state-of-the-art new
build with the main school so still remain
at the heart of the High Storrs family. Our
house system, which we consider to be
a ‘community within a community’, sees
a selection of students from each year
in the school being placed in the same
house. The Sixth Form plays an important
part of this system and we are keen that
its members are good role models for the
younger students.
Three quarters of the Sixth Form is made
up of students who have progressed
through High Storrs School and we
are really pleased that the rest of the
population is made up of representatives
of other schools in Sheffield and beyond.
The feedback from new starters is that
they are made to feel very welcome
and we feel they add an important new
dimension to our community.
When it comes to the end of their time
here, students find that two years of hard
work pays off with great rewards as the
doors to university, further training or
employment open for them. The world is
at their feet and we send them out into it
with a mindset to go further, work harder
and be high achievers.

“I find A Levels challenging
but I feel I can cope with them
because the teachers are
helpful and the environment is
supportive and friendly.”
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“We’d love to meet you – please
get in touch to arrange a visit.”
High Storrs School
High Storrs Road
Sheffield
S11 7LH
Tel: 0114 267 0000
Fax: 0114 266 3624
Website: www.highstorrs.co.uk
Email: enquiries@highstorrs.sheffield.sch.uk

